
19th June 2014

Run Number 269

Bull and Dog, St Helens

The Pack: Carthief; FCUK, Sprog; Wigan Pier (Hare), Compo, Snoozanne

Meeting at the pub for some inner lubrication prior to getting into the cars again for a 1mile 
drive to the start where the Trail was explained. Wigan Pier had done a trial of sorts with 
the flour, although she could not quite explain the trial.



The obligatory Hash Flash and some laughs at the Wigan sign



The Hare pointed the way to the Trail and explained that the white thing in the background 
was called the Giant Pen is (a deliberate gap to put off any censorious spell checkers). 
Several Hashers objected to the word Giant.

The Hare kept us all guessing as we assumed that Trail would lead to the white tower but 
it kept veering off. We saw all sorts of sculptures



The phallus kept coming into view 

At one Check the Hare pretended that she had forgotten to lay Trail and led Carthief a few 
hundred yards along a path to a giant T (falsie in some Hashes) leaving the remainder of 
the Pack back at the Check.

After going past previous markings several times it seemed to the Pack that the Hare had 
a secret trail layer changing the route as we ran it but he / she never appeared even at the 
pub so it must have either been the Hare or our missing the signs.

Eventually we started up the hill towards the sculpture and a Hash Flash



Coming round to the other side of the sculpture



Wigan Pier posing with The Dream

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dream_(sculpture)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dream_


The plaque at the site



Wigan Pier explained that she had tried to lay a trail but had been bitten and stung so 
much that she advised against following the trail. After much complaining (she was still 
alive therefore it cannot be that bad) she still did not relent and we followed her alternative 
trail down the hill.



Odd Audio posts kept appearing and your scribe attempted to listen to one

Down to the gate, a final Group photo



And the (On In) 

Back at the cars, Snoozanne produced carbohydrates, protein, fat and liquid and all fell 
silent for a while.

The circle was announced and Compo recited a poem that he had part plagiarized and 
part changed to suit the occasion.

Some people say that there’s a pier in Wigan somewhere
George Formby said it led t’sands on stilts up in the air
Some folks’ll say it’s a myth but I don’t think they’re right
‘Cos I once fell off yon Wigan Pier staggering home one night

It’s long and strong and it leads nowhere
You can see it when the weather’s clear
So, what a run we’ve had here
And all thanks to,  Wigan Pier

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wigan_Pier

Down Downs as selected by Sprog

Compo had printed some Hash songs on the back of the poem and there was an earnest 
discussion as to which was 
appropriate to which sin.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wigan_Pier


Compo for his poem
The Hare Wigan Pier
Returnees – Wigan Pier, Carthief

We drove back to the pub and discussed the world until we got cold (we were sitting 
outside to avoid the World Cup match on every TV in the pub).


